GO LONG with Dragonflies!
An outdoor activity about nature’s most successful
hunter
Dragonflies have been buzzing through the skies for
over 300 million years, which is before Dinosaurs
ruled the Earth!
They have independently-operating wings, amazing
compound eyes (HD compared to many other insects),
and a small, yet efficient nervous system and brain.
These handy adaptations make dragonflies an
extremely successful hunter.
African lionnesses, ferocious breadwinners of their
prides, are only successful 30% of the time. Here in
Florida, the American Alligator successfully snatches its
morning prey about half or 50% of the time, while local
resident and retired NFL Hall of Fame wide-receiver Cris
Carter had a career catch rate of over 60%. When
pursuing a moving target, dragonflies are successful 96% of the time! Even with their
tiny brains, they can predict where a fly is going and catch it with ease!
Activity: GO LONG with Dragonflies!
Materials:
● 1 football, baseball/glove, basketball, volleyball, etc.
● 1 other activity partner
● 1 open yard, field or park
● 1 print-out of this paper (optional)
● 1 pen/pencil (optional)
Directions:
1. Position both the thrower and catcher next to each other
2. Thrower tosses the ball down the field high above the ground
3. Catcher begins running after the ball is thrown.
Remember: Be like a dragonfly, go where your “prey” is going, not where it
is!
4. Repeat for 10 throws for each partner and see if you are a
● Lion
(30% or 3/10 catches)
● Gator
(50% or 5/10 catches)
● NFL Hall-of-Famer (60% or 6/10 catches)
● Dragonfly
(90-100% catches)
Check out Dragonflies’ reflexes here: How do Dragonflies See The World? | BBC
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